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Abstract: A new, three-phase, two-switch, power-factor correction (PFC) rectifier that can achieve less than 5% input current total
harmonic distortion (THD) and features zero-voltage switching (ZVS) of all the switches over the entire input-voltage and load ranges is
introduced. The proposed rectifier also offers automatic voltage balancing across the two output capacitors connected in series, which
makes it possible to use downstream converters designed with lower voltage-rated component that offer better performance and are less
expensive than their high-voltage-rated counterparts. In addition, the proposed rectifier also exhibits low common-mode EMI noise. The
performance of the proposed rectifier was evaluated on prototype with a output that was designed to operate VL-L, RMS input-voltage
range, and also simulation results are verified with the help of MATLAB/SIMULINK software.
Keywords: ZVS, PFC, DCM, Boost Rectifier, MATLAB, SIMULINK

1. Introduction
Power factor correction is the growing issue of concern.
Within power quality framework, one of the important
aspects is reactive power control. Consumer load requires
reactive power that varies incessantly and increases
transmission losses while affecting voltage in the
transmission network. To prevent unacceptably high
voltage fluctuations or the power failures that can result,
this reactive power must be compensated and kept in
balance. This function has always been performed by
passive elements such as reactors or capacitor, as well as
combination of the two that supply inductive or capacitive
reactive power. The more quickly and precisely the reactive
power can be compensated, the more efficiently the various
characteristics of transmissions can be controlled. The
objective of the use of power factor correction circuits is to
make input voltage and input current of a rectifier or a
power consuming electrical device in phase so that the
power factor of the device as seen by the ac power
distribution network is unity or close to unity.
These types of rectifiers are called unity power factor
rectifiers. The basic classification of the unity power factor
rectifiers in this work is single phase or three phase unity
power factor rectifiers on the basis of whether the rectifier
is supplied from three phases or single phase mains supply.
According to the relative magnitude of rectifier’s input
voltage and output voltage, there is the classification of
buck, boost and buck-boost type of rectifier. Unity power
factor rectifiers can also be classified as those using single
switching transistor or more than one switching transistor.
As the use of energy is increasing, the requirements for the
quality of the supplied electrical energy are more tighten.
This means that power electronic converters must be used
to convert the input voltage to a precisely regulated DC
voltage to the load. Regulated DC power supplies are
needed for most analog and digital electronic system. Most
power supplies are designed to meet regulated output,
isolation and multiple outputs. The aim of the thesis is to
investigate unity power factor 3-phase rectifiers and
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looking for a new unity power factor 3-phase rectifiers
topology with possible performance improvement. The
unity power factor rectifier’s output voltage is desired to be
constant. For this purpose, first the literature is studied and
some of the existing topologies are studied.
1.2 Problem Statements
AC-DC power converters (rectifiers) are used in industry to
convert an AC input voltage into a DC voltage that is either
fed into a load or into another power converter. Threephase rectifiers are preferred in high power applications
because they have lower switch stresses, lower output
ripple, and better power factor than single-phase rectifiers.
The AC source for almost all rectifiers is provided by the
utility. There are stringent regulatory agency requirements
on the harmonic content of the current that is drawn by
power electronic converters to avoid the harmonic pollution
of the utility voltage. These converters are therefore
implemented with some sort of power factor correction
(PFC) to make their input line currents more sinusoidal and
in compliance with the standards. The term power factor or
PF in the field of power supplies is slightly deviate from the
traditional usage of the term, which applied to reactive AC
loads, such as motors powered from the AC power line.
Here, the current drawn by the motor would be displaced in
phase with respect to the voltage. The resulting power
being drawn would have a very large reactive component
and little power is actually used for producing work.
Since the number of electronic appliances is growing, an
increasing amount of non-sinusoidal current is drawn from
the distribution network. Consequently, due to the
increasing amount of harmonic currents drawn, the
distribution network becomes more and more polluted. As a
direct consequence, available power from the grid becomes
less. This is because unnecessary current components,
which contribute to the root mean square (RMS) value of
the line current is drawn from the grid which produces
unnecessary.
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1.3 Research Objectives
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T three phasse rectifier wiith power facctor correctionn is a
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wer factor nearr to unity, redduces
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thhe distorted line current. It will replace the
t Passive Power
P
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w
has becoome a conventtional
m
method
for thhe past 20 years. This research aim
ms to
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mplement the Unity Powerr Factor (UPF
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h
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PS by
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maller passive components.. The
gooals of this research are:
wer supplies.
1. To simulate and analyze thhe typical pow
2. To investiggate the effeccts of low poower factor too the
poower system.
3. To implemennt a three phase unity poweer factor rectiffier.
Inn this, two tyypes of converters are connsidered and they
w designed in first stagess converter. Thhe first stage deals
were
w a rectification processs that is AC to DC conveersion
with
toogether with PFC circuit. The preferable type of PF
FC is
A
Active
Power Factor Correcction (APFC)) since it provvides
m
more
efficientt power frequuency. An acctive PFC usses a
ciircuit to corrrect power factor
f
and abble to generaate a
thheoretical pow
wer factor neaar to unity. Acctive Power Factor
C
Correction
alsso markedly diminishes total harmoonics,
auutomatically corrects
c
AC input voltage, and capable for a
w range of input
wide
i
voltage.
M
1.4 Research Methodology
T research was
The
w carried ouut in two stagees via analysiss and
exxperimental. The analysis starts with a literature stuudies
w
which
are relaated to the theesis topic. A completed stuudies
annd investigatiions were carrried out on thhe characteristtic of
noonlinear loadds, voltage and current distortion, total
haarmonic distoortion, power factor and acctive power. Inn the
literature surveey, various toopologies havve been evaluuated
w
which
might be
b able to fuulfill the desiign specificattions.
B
Based
on the literature suurvey, severall topologies were
seelected for fuurther evaluatiion. In measuuring power faactor,
haarmonics in teerm of Total Harmonic
H
Disstortion (THD) and
poower ratings of differennt nonlinear loads, MAT
TLAB
sooftware was used.
u
After colllecting the daata and identiffying
thhe problems associated
a
witth SMPS, an active PFC ciircuit
haas been desiggned in order to achieve unity
u
power faactor.
Finally the results were reecorded and some evaluaations
w
were
made. Thhe design andd analysis of thhe circuit is based
b
onn a pre-regullator circuit required
r
for SMPS
S
applicaation.
M
Most
of compputer SMPS now
n
do not have
h
an input precoonditioner seection which makes the SMPS meett the
m
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p
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a total harm
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2.. Block Diiagram

2..1 Power Facttor
Po
ower factor iss defined as thhe cosine of the
t angle betw
ween
vo
oltage and cuurrent in an A
AC circuit. Th
here is generaally a
ph
hase differencce θ between voltage and current in ann AC
ciircuit. cos θ iss called the poower factor off the circuit. Itt is a
measure
m
of how
w effectively the current is being conveerted
in
nto useful worrk output and a good indicattor of the effeect of
th
he load currennt on the effficiency of th
he supply sysstem.
Po
oor power facctor results in increase load
d current draw
w that
caauses additionnal losses inn the supply and distribuution
sy
ystems. If the circuit is indductive, the cu
urrent lags beehind
th
he voltage annd power facctor is referrred to as laggging
[H
Hong, Chen]. However, inn a capacitiv
ve circuit, cuurrent
leeads the voltagge and the pow
wer factor is said
s
to be leadding.
- Power
P
Factor Triangle.
n a circuit, for an input voltaage V and a liine current I,
In




The active or real powerr in Watts (W))
VAR
The reactivve power in V
The appareent power in V
VA

ower factor caan determinedd as follows:
Po

Po
ower Factor gives a meassure of how effective the real
po
ower utilizatiion of the syystem is. It is a measurre of
diistortion of thhe line voltagge and the lin
ne current andd the
ph
hase shift betw
ween them [A
Akagi Hirofum
mi]. Power factors
raange from zeroo (0) to unity (1) with a typ
pical power factor
fa
beeing between 0.8 and 0.95. The power factor can alsso be
leeading or laggging dependding on wheether the loaad is
prredominantly capacitive or inductive in nature.
n
o Power Facctor Correctio
on (PFC)
2..1.1 Benefits of
Below are the advantages off using powerr factor correcction
ciircuit:
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1. Electricity tariff savings.
this thesis, both the correction techniques are discussed for
2. Avoidance of Network Service Provider (NSP)
a single-phase circuitry. Regardless of the particular
penalties for low power factor, including restricted
converter topology that is used, the output voltage carries a
access to more suitable tariffs (minimum of 0.9 for
ripple at twice the line-frequency. This is because in a
large and high voltage supply establishments in most
single-phase system the available instantaneous power
states).
varies from zero to a maximum, due to the sinusoidal
3. Reduced losses.
variation of the line voltage.
4. Reduce power drawn from distribution systems,
optimum sizing of electrical infrastructure.
2.2.1 Passive PFC
5. Stabilized site voltage levels by reducing the inductive
The most common type of PFC is passive PFC. PPFC
effect of the connected load.
methods use additional passive components (capacitor or
6. The payback for PFC installations can be very
inductor) in conjunction with the diode bridge rectifier to
reasonable and should not be over looked when
correct poor power factor. A PPFC is more reliable than an
APFC because no active devices are utilized. Because it
considering PFC for existing installations.
operates at line frequency of 50Hz, PPFC requires
relatively large fixed value inductors and capacitors to
Poor power factors are typically due to the effect of
reduce the low frequency harmonic currents [Wildi]. PPFC
inductive or capacitive loads such as with a motor or with
includes passive filters which can broadly be classified into
long cables providing capacitive coupling. Poor power
series filters, shunt filters and a hybrid combination of the
factor due to distorted current waveforms such as with high
two. Series filters introduce impedances in series with the
harmonic content caused by electronic equipment cannot
utility to reduce harmonic currents. Shunt filters provide a
normally be corrected with PFC alone and will typically
low impedance path for the harmonic currents generated by
require complex or costly filtering [Cupertino, Marinelli].
the rectifiers so that they are not reflected in the current
drawn from the utility. These filters use resonant pass or
2.1.2 Disadvantages of Low Power Factor
resonant trap circuits sensitive to both frequency and load.
Since low PF increases the apparent current from the
source, the amount of useful power that can be drawn from
the circuit is lowered due to thermal limitation. Low PF
2.2.2 Active PFC
An active power factor correction (APFC) performs much
also increases not only the apparent line current but also the
better and is significantly smaller and lighter than the PPFC
additional current capacity cost money [Cupertino,
circuits. An APFC refers to the use of a power electronic
Marinelli]. Below are other disadvantages of low power
converter, switching at higher frequency than line
factor:
frequency, to shape the input current to be sinusoidal and
in-phase with the input utility voltage [Hart]. Using APFC
1. KVA rating of the electrical equipments increases due
techniques, it is possible to achieve a power factor near
to low power factor as power factor is inversely
unity and current THD less than 5%. Despite of active wave
proportional to the KVA rating of the equipment. This
shaping, APFC includes feedback sensing of the source
increases the size and cost of the equipment.
current for waveform control and feedback control to
2. Conductor size increases. To transmit the same amount
regulate the output voltage even when the input voltage
of power at low power factor at constant voltage needs
varies over a wide range. Compared with passive solutions,
to carry high current. So to keep the current density
they are less bulky and can easily meet the standards of
constant conductor area increases.
harmonic distortion [Saadat]. Figure 2.2 shows the block
3. Copper loss of the equipment increases.
diagram of an APFC circuit.
4. Voltage regulation becomes poor. Current at low
lagging power factor causes greater voltage drop in
alternators, transformers and transmission lines causing
to have low power supply at the receiving end.
5. Handling capacity of the equipment decreases because
the reactive component of current prevents the full
utilization of the installed capacity.
2.2 Power Factor Correction
In view of low power factor drawbacks, some of
alternatives for improving the input current waveforms are
discussed along with their advantages and disadvantages.
The technique used to improve the value of power factor is
called Power Factor Correction (PFC) [Kneschke, T]. PFC
shaped the distorted input current waveform to approximate
a sinusoidal current that is in phase with the input voltage.
There are several effective techniques for getting a
sinusoidal input current waveform with low distortion. The
objective of PFC is to make the input to a power supply
looks like a simple resistor. Two typical techniques for PFC
can be divided into Passive Power Factor Correction
(PPFC) and Active Power Factor Correction (APFC). In
Paper ID: J2013385

For single phase PFC, a DC-DC converter is placed in
between the input voltage and the load. In principle, any
DC-DC converter can be used for this purpose, if a suitable
control method is used to shape its input current or if it has
inherent PFC properties. These converters may operate in
Continuous Conduction Mode (CCM), where the inductor
current never reaches zero during one switching cycle or
Discontinuous Conduction Mode (DCM), where the
inductor current is zero during intervals of the switching
cycle. The result is a large current ripple in DCM and a
smaller current ripple in CCM [Chapman]. The choice of
CCM or DCM depends on which SMPS is used and the
necessary current and power rating required. DCM is often
implemented in low power design where the current ripple
is lower. CCM is often preferred at high power levels.
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2.3 Existing Three Phase Power Converter Topologies
voltage transformation and ripple reduction and, hence,
A three-phase system has certain inherent advantages over
compliance with the psophometric standard [Grady].
a single-phase system, with the most obvious being the
constant flow of power available; hence, energy storage is
no longer required. A three-phase system, from a pragmatic
point of view, offers more supply integrity over a single
phase system. A single-phase system requires additional
phase-neutral protection and is more susceptible to
imbalances and harmonics [Bhavaraju, V.B]. Also, the
availability of a neutral is known to be an issue in many
installations. In an ideal three-phase system, there is a
continuous energy transfer from source to load, and the
total power transferred is the sum of the power from the
three individual phases. In a three-phase system with
2.4 Boost Derived Power Converter Topologies
resistive phase loads, the power drawn by each phase is
Three-phase boost PFC power converters have traditionally
given by the following formula: Where Vp= peak input
been the preferred topology for high power applications due
voltage and θ = phase angle. Assuming that the voltage is
to their symmetric current drawing characteristics. A
unchanging; It can be seen that the power drawn per phase
disadvantage to any boost derived topology is the inability
by a three-phase system has a sin2 θ wave profile with the
to control startup inrush currents and output short circuit
power in each phase summing together resulting in the total
conditions, unless bi-directional power flow is possible
power being constant and equal to 1½ times the peak input
[Grantham, Colin]. The following subsections describe
power per phase as illustrated in Figure 2.3.
various boost derived topologies.
2.4.1 Six Switches Boost Power Converter
A common six switch boost converter topology has the
ability to operate as a rectifier as well as an inverter due to
the bidirectional power flowing capabilities. It also has
good current quality and low EMI emissions [Tan, P.C].
The use of bidirectional switches also results in the ability
to control the output voltage down to zero, thus, eliminating
the problem that boost topologies have with regard to
startup inrush currents and output short circuit protection.
A number of common three-phase topologies exist that
could be realized as power converter systems. Among those
are the power converters that use passive input filtering in
order to comply with the standard, however these do have
size and weight issues making them not a very popular
choice [Akagi Hirofumi]. Boost derived topologies are
traditionally the topology of choice due to good current
symmetry with numerous designs proposed by various
authors.
2.3.1 Rectifier Topology using Passive Input Filter
A technique that uses passive input filters is described in,
the aim being to reduce the large 5th and 7th harmonic
current components; this is shown in Figure 2.4. The
passive elements decrease the total harmonic distortion by
filtering out the low frequency harmonics, thus, improving
the current waveforms drawn from the supply [Kanazawa
&Nabae]. The storage capacitor is not required for energy
storage, but for ripple reduction and, hence, has a reduced
size compared with the single-phase passive approach. This
technique has several disadvantages; one being the size and
weight requirements of the filter elements; the second,
being the difficulty in tuning the filter if the AC line and
source impedances are unknown; and the third, is the
difficulty in designing the appropriate components so that
the desired PFC occurs for wide variations in input AC
voltage [Salmeron]. In using this approach, it is possible to
comply with the IEC1000-3-2 standard. However, a DCDC converter stage is still needed to provide isolation,
Paper ID: J2013385

2.4.2 Four Switches Boost Power Converter
The boost derived converter shown in Figure 2.6. It has
three boost inductors in the AC lines, four active switches
and two series connected capacitors. The boost derived
converter is capable of bi-directional power flow and, thus,
is able to control the output voltage down to zero.
The converter performs PFC by taking advantage of the fact
that if two of the three line currents in a balanced threephase system are controlled, the third is automatically
constrained. This removes the need for a third converter
leg. A disadvantage is that even with a slight imbalance in
the supply system, the converter performance may
deteriorate considerably [Aresdes]. In using this approach,
it is possible to comply with the IEC1000-3-2 standard
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By doing so, the output capacitances of each switch and
capacitor Cr are fully discharged so that the switches can be
turned on with ZVS.

2.4.3 Three Switches Boost Power Converter
The three switches boost derived converter proposed in
works on the principle of current control. When two
switches are conducting, the phase with the larger supply
voltage is connected to the positive rail, while the phase
with the smaller supply voltage is connected to the negative
rail. As a result, the phase shift angle between the
modulation references and supply voltages can be at most
30o. Accordingly, this topology cannot be used for bidirectional power flow. As a result, this topology suffers
from startup inrush currents and, also, uncontrolled
negative half cycles on all phases and fluctuations in the
DC bus voltage. In using this topology, it is possible to
comply with the IEC1000-3-2 standard.

A New ZVS-PWM Full-Bridge Boost Converter
2.1. Introduction
A new ZVS-PWM isolated full-bridge boost converter is
proposed in this chapter. The new converter achieves ZVS
operation using a simple auxiliary circuit that consists of an
active switch and a few passive components. It does not
have the disadvantages that other previously proposed
converters of the same type have such as the circulating
current found in resonant type converters or the hard
auxiliary switch turn-off found in converters with auxiliary
circuits. In this chapter, the new converter is presented, its
basic operation is explained, and its advantageous features
are stated.
2.2. Proposed Converter
The proposed ZVS-PWM isolated full-bridge boost
converter is shown in Fig. 2.1. It is like a conventional
PWM isolated boost converter (Fig. 1.5), but with an
auxiliary circuit that consists of an auxiliary switch Saux,
capacitor Cr, inductor Lr, and diodes D1 and D2. The basic
operating principle of the converter is as follows: The main
full-bridge switches operate in the same way as the
switches of a conventional PWM isolated boost converter.
As described in Section 1.3, the gating signal of these
switches is such that converter states or modes when a pair
of diagonally opposed switches is on (power transfer mode)
are always followed by the turning on of all the four fullbridge switches (boosting mode). The auxiliary circuit is
activated just before a full-bridge is about to be turned on.
Paper ID: J2013385

2.3. Converter operation
In this section, the steady-state operation of the proposed
converter is explained in detail in terms of the different
states or modes that the converter goes through over a
steady state switching cycle. These modes are distinct from
each other in terms of the voltage across and the current
flowing through different circuit components. When the
converter is in steady-state operation, the final voltage and
current of each converter component are identical to its
initial values for every switching cycle. The proposed boost
converter goes through ten different modes of operation
over half of a steady-state switching cycle; the other half
cycle is identical to the first half. Typical converter voltage
and current waveforms are shown in Fig. 2.2 and equivalent
circuit diagrams for each mode of converter operation are
shown in Fig. 2.3. What should be especially noted about
these diagrams and waveforms is how the main full-bridge
switches turn on and off with ZVS and how the auxiliary
switch turns on and off softly as well. The converter's
modes of operation during a half switching cycle are as
follows:
Mode 0 (t < t0) (Fig.2.3(a)): In this mode, only switches S1
and S4 are on and the converter is in an energy transfer
mode as energy is transferred from the input to theoutput
through diodes D3 and D6. The current through L main is
falling throughout this mode.
Mode 1 (t0 < t < t1) (Fig.2.3(b)): This mode begins when
switch Saux is turned on in anticipation of the DC bus
being shorted and the converter entering a boosting mode.
Since the snubber capacitor voltage VCr is greater than the
input voltage, current will start flowing through Saux. Saux
turns on softly as inductor Lr is in series with this switch
and limits the rise in current through it. Cr discharges into
the auxiliary inductor during this mode. Since voltage VCr
is higher than the bridge voltage, diode D1 is reversed
biased and does not conduct. This mode ends when Cr
voltage reaches the voltage across off-state bridge switches
which is
.22
Mode 2 (t1 < t < t2) (Fig.2.3(c)): This mode begins when
diode D1 becomes forward biased and starts to conduct.
The voltage across the bridge switches therefore follows
capacitor voltage VCr which is decreasing. This voltage is
also equal to the voltage across the transformer. Ideally, if
the voltage across the transformer is less than
, the
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output diodes become reversed biased and power is not
voltage, which results in voltage overshoots in the voltage
transferred to the output, but this power transfer does not in
across the main full-bridge switches that are off. At the end
fact stop immediately because of the presence of leakage
of this mode, the voltage across Cr reaches its maximum
inductance in the transformer. The transformer current
value and is clamped at this value as there is no current path
reaches zero at the end of this mode.
for it to discharge. In the meantime, the main switch output
capacitances and capacitor Cr start to resonate with the
Mode 3 (t2 < t < t3) (Fig.2.3(d)): The output capacitances
transformer leakage inductance at the start of this mode.
of switches S2 and S3 and capacitor Cr keep discharging
during this mode. The current in the auxiliary circuit branch
Mode 9 (t > t8) (Fig.2.3(j)):
is equal to the sum of the current from the full-bridge
caused by the discharging of the switch output capacitances
After t = t8, the converter is in an energy-transfer mode as
and Cr, and the input current that flows through Lmain.
switches S2 and S3 are conducting current, power is
Mode 4 (t3 < t < t4) (Fig.2.3(e)): At the beginning of this
transferred from the input to the output, and the current in
mode, the DC bus voltage is zero and is clamped to zero as
Lmain falls. The transformer leakage inductance continues
the body-diodes of the converter switches are forward
to resonate with the output capacitors of the main switches
biased and start to conduct. Switches S2 and S3 can be
at the beginning of this mode, but this resonance eventually
turned on with ZVS sometime during this mode while
dies down due to parasitic resistances.
current is flowing through their body-diodes. Also during
this mode, the current that flows through the auxiliary
2.4.4 Single Switch Boost Power Converter
circuit (and thus the current through the full-bridge) begins
to decrease because the voltage across the auxiliary
The single switch boost converter topology proposed in has
inductor is negative as the input voltage is at one end of the
an LC type input filter and, with the boost switch turned on
circuit and the DC bus voltage is zero. The auxiliary circuit
at a constant frequency, the duty cycle is controlled such
current is equal to the current through Lmain at the end of
that the input current is always discontinuous. During the
this mode, which makes the current flowing through the
on-period of the boost switch, all three input phases become
full-bridge to be zero.
shorted through the input inductors, the six rectifier diodes
and the boost switch [Sekaran]. The three input currents
Mode 5 (t4 < t < t5) (Fig.2.3(f)): At t = t4, the current that
begin simultaneously to increase at a rate proportional to
was flowing through the full-bridge reverses direction and
the instantaneous values of their respective phase voltages.
flows through the switches. The current in the auxiliary
The specific peak current values during each on-interval are
circuit continues to decrease as the input current is
proportional to the average values of their input phase
gradually transferred to the full-bridge. The auxiliary circuit
voltages during the same on-interval. The result is that each
current is zero by the end of this mode and Saux can be
AC line current is a discontinuous waveform made up of a
turned off softly at any time afterwards until a diagonally
train of triangular pulses bounded by a sinusoidal envelope
pair of switches is turned off and the DC bus is no longer
[Moleykutty]. In using this topology it is possible to
shorted.
comply with the IEC1000-3-2 standard. However, a DCDC converter is needed for isolation, voltage
Mode 6 (t5 < t < t6) (Fig.2.3(g)):
transformation and ripple reduction.
The converter is in a boosting mode during this mode. It
operates like a standard PWM boost converter as the DC
bus is shorted, the current through Lmain rises, and the
auxiliary circuit is inactive.
Mode 7 (t6< t < t7) (Fig.2.3(h)):
At t = t6, switches S1 and S4 are turned off. Due to the
presence of their output capacitances (not shown in the
figure) and Cr, these switches can be turned off with ZVS.
Main switch output capacitances and Cr start charging and
at the end of this mode their voltage reaches.
Mode 8 (t7< t < t8) (Fig.2.3(i)):
At the beginning of this mode, as the DC bus voltage is
rising, the transformer primary side voltage reaches a
certain level that results in the output diodes becoming
forward biased and thus conducting current. The main
inductor current transfer from snubber capacitor Cr to the
transformer primary winding is gradual and takes some
time because of the leakage inductance of the transformer.
During this time, the current flowing through Cr results in
the capacitor being charged over and above the DC bus
Paper ID: J2013385

2.5 Vienna Rectifier
Another three-switch boost derived converter, also called
the Vienna rectifier, is a unidirectional three-level PWM
converter (Figure 2.9) and, as a result, suffers from start-up
inrush currents. The input stage creates a DC voltage across
the two switches connected to the transformer primary.
These two switches, in turn, regulate the voltage being
applied to the primary of the transformer. Accordingly, they
are able to control the output voltage generated. The Vienna
rectifier has a complex control system and requires special
semiconductor module fabrication. It is possible to comply
with the industrial standards using this topology with no
additional second stage needed.
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he proposed converter
c
has tthe following features:
Th
i. All fourr main switchhes can turn on and off with
ZVS. The
T
auxiliaryy circuit opeerates when the
switchess are about tto turn on an
nd dischargess the
switch parallel
p
capaccitances to have
h
zero volltage
turn-on. Switches alsso turn off softly
s
due too the
t
auxiliaryy capacitor in parallel with them.
ii. The auxxiliary switch turns on and
d off softly. As
A it
can be seen
s
in Fig. 22.2, due to th
he series induuctor
with auxxiliary switch, the current riise in the swittch is
gradual ("soft") and it does not have
h
overlap with
voltage across it. Thee turn-off of the switch occcurs
after the resonant inteeraction of Lr and Cr forces the
c
to zeroo, and diode D2 keeps cuurrent
switch current
from flow
wing through the body-diod
de of Saux.
iii. The auxiiliary circuit iis very simplee as it consistss of a
switch, an
a inductor, a capacitor, and
d two diodes.
iv. The timiing of the turnning off of th
he auxiliary sw
witch
is very flexible
f
as it can be done at any time while
w
the DC bus
b is shortedd. This is conttrast to other ZVS
converteers where the auxiliary swiitch (if it actuually
can be tuurned off softtly) must do so
s within a naarrow
window of time. This feature simpllifies the desiggn of
the auxilliary circuit coonsiderably.
v. Due to the
t blocking diode D1, thee auxiliary ciircuit
does nott pump additioonal current in
nto the full-brridge
switchess so that theirr rms current and peak cuurrent
ratings are the sam
me as the switches of the
wn in Fig. 1.5.
conventiional PWM coonverter show
vi. One of the
t drawbacks of a conven
ntional currennt-fed
full-bridge converter iis that there iss no bus capaacitor
c
may lead
across thhe bridge. Thee lack of this capacitor
to excesssive voltage spikes on thee switches duue to
the resoonance betweeen their paraasitic capacitaances
and transsformer leakaage inductancee. The presencce of
a capacittor at the DC
C bus of the proposed convverter
preventss excessive vvoltage spikess from appeaaring
across thhe full-bridge switches.
vii.
v
The auxiliary circuit ddoes not havee any unnecesssary
Whatever currrent flows inn the
circulatinng current. W
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auxiliary circuit flows out of the circuit instead of
resistance than the other direction. These most commonly
being trapped inside, where it can contribute to
used an aluminum anode, and a lead or steel cathode,
conduction losses.
suspended in a solution of tri-ammonium ortho-phosphate.
viii. The converter's ZVS operation is load independent
The rectification action is due to a thin coating of aluminum
as it can ensure that its switches can turn on with
hydroxide on the aluminum electrode, formed by first
ZVS from full-load to no-load. Since the operation
applying a strong current to the cell to build up the coating.
of auxiliary circuit is dependent on the bus voltage
The rectification process is temperature sensitive, and for
and the bus voltage is constant from full-load to nobest efficiency should not operate above 86 °F (30 °C).
load, by activation of auxiliary circuit, Cr discharges
and soft switching is performed at any load.
Mercury Arc
Rectifier:
A rectifier is an electrical device that converts alternating
current (AC), which periodically reverses direction, to
direct current (DC), which is in only one direction, a
process known as rectification. Rectifiers have many uses
including as components of power supplies and as detectors
of radio signals. Rectifiers may be made of solid state
diodes, vacuum tube diodes, mercury arc valves, and other
components.
A device which performs the opposite function (converting
DC to AC) is known as an inverter. When only one diode is
used to rectify AC (by blocking the negative or positive
portion of the waveform), the difference between the term
diode and the term rectifier is merely one of usage, i.e., the
term rectifier describes a diode that is being used to convert
AC to DC. Almost all rectifiers comprise a number of
diodes in a specific arrangement for more efficiently
converting AC to DC than is possible with only one diode.
Before the development of silicon semiconductor rectifiers,
vacuum tube diodes and copper oxide or selenium rectifier
stacks were used. Early radio receivers, called crystal
radios, used a "cat's whisker" of fine wire pressing on a
crystal of galena (lead sulfide) to serve as a point-contact
rectifier or "crystal detector". Rectification may
occasionally serve in roles other than to generate direct
current per se. For example, in gas heating systems flame
rectification is used to detect presence of flame. Two metal
electrodes in the outer layer of the flame provide a current
path, and rectification of an applied alternating voltage will
happen in the plasma, but only while the flame is present to
generate it.
Synchronous Rectifier:
To convert AC currents into DC current in electric
locomotives, a synchronous rectifier may be used. It
consists of a synchronous motor driving a set of heavy-duty
electrical contacts. The motor spins in time with the AC
frequency and periodically reverses the connections to the
load just when the sinusoidal current goes through a zerocrossing. The contacts do not have to switch a large current,
but they need to be able to carry a large current to supply
the locomotive's DC traction motors.
Electrolytic:

A rectifier used in high-voltage direct current power
transmission systems and industrial processing between
1909 and 1975 is a mercury arc rectifier or mercury arc
valve. The device is enclosed in a bulbous glass vessel or
large metal tub. One electrode, the cathode, is submerged in
a pool of liquid mercury at the bottom of the vessel and one
or more high purity graphite electrodes, called anodes, are
suspended above the pool. There may be several auxiliary
electrodes to aid in starting and maintaining the arc. When
an electric arc is established between the cathode pool and
suspended anodes, a stream of electrons flows from the
cathode to the anodes through the ionized mercury. In
principle, this is a higher-power counterpart to flame
rectification, which uses the same one-way current
transmission properties of the plasma naturally present in a
flame.
Argon Gas Electron Tube
The General Electric Tungar rectifier was an argon gasfilled electron tube device with a tungsten filament cathode
and a carbon button anode. It was useful for battery
chargers and similar applications from the 1920s until lowcost solid-state rectifiers (the metal rectifiers at first)
supplanted it. These were made up to a few hundred volts
and a few amperes rating, and in some sizes strongly
resembled an incandescent lamp with an additional
electrode The 0Z4 was a gas-filled rectifier tube commonly
used in vacuum tube car radios in the 1940s and 1950s. It
was a conventional full wave rectifier tube with two anodes
and one cathode, but was unique in that it had no filament
(thus the "0" in its type number). The electrodes were
shaped such that the reverse breakdown voltage was much
higher than the forward breakdown voltage. Once the
breakdown voltage was exceeded, the 0Z4 switched to a
low-resistance state with a forward voltage drop of about 24
volts.
Recent developments:
High-Speed Rectifiers
Researchers at Idaho National Laboratory (INL) have
proposed high-speed rectifiers that would sit at the center of
spiral nano antennas and convert infrared frequency
electricity from AC to DC. Infrared frequencies range from
0.3 to 400 terahertz.

The electrolytic rectifier was an early device from the
1900s that is no longer used. When two different metals are
suspended in an electrolyte solution, it can be found that
direct current flowing one way through the metals has less
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U Molecularr Rectifiers
Uni
A Uni molecuular rectifier is a single organic moleecule
w
which
functionns as a rectifieer. The technoology is still in the
exxperimental sttage.
C
Circuit
Diagraam

Fig. shows thee proposed thrree-phase twoo-switch ZVS PFC
D
DCM
boost reectifier. In thee proposed cirrcuit, the threee Ycoonnected capaacitors, C1 , C2
C , and C3 , are used to create
c
viirtual neutral N, i.e., a noode with the same potentiial as
poower source neutral 0 thatt is not physiically availabble or
coonnected in three-wire
t
power systems. Since the viirtual
neeutral is connnected to the midpoint
m
betw
ween two switches
S1 and S2 and also to the miidpoint of twoo output capaccitors
C
CO1
and CO22 , the potentiials of these two
t
midpointts are
thhe same as thee potential of neutral 0 of the
t balanced thhreephhase power source. In adddition, by connecting
c
viirtual
neeutral N direcctly to the middpoint betweeen switches S11 and
S2, decouplingg of the threee input currennts is achieveed. In
suuch a decouppled circuit, thhe current in each of the three
innductors is dependent onlly on the corrresponding phase
p
vooltage, which reduces the THD
T
and increeases the PF, [12].
[

o simplify thhe analysis off operation, it is assumed that
To
rip
pple voltagess of the inpuut and outputt filter capaccitors
sh
hown in Fig. 1 are negligibble so that theeir voltages caan be
reepresented by constant-volttage source VAN,
V
VBN, VCN,
V
VO1
V , and VO22 as shown inn Fig. 2. Also, it is assumedd that
in
n the ON state, semiconducttors exhibit zeero resistance,, i.e.,
th
hey are short circuits.
c
Howeever, the output capacitancees of
th
he switches are
a not negleccted in this analysis.
a
Couupled
in
nductor LC inn Fig. 1 is moodelled as a two
t
winding ideal
i
traansformer with magnetizinng inductancee LM and leaakage
in
nductances LL
LK1 and LLK
K2. It should be noted thaat the
av
verage voltagge across cappacitor CR iss equal to ouutput
vo
oltage VO = VO1 + VO2. Since in a properly
p
desiggned
reectifier the rippple voltage off capacitor CR
R is much sm
maller
th
han output volltage VO , voltage VCR accross capacitorr CR
caan be considerred constant aand equal to VO.
V
y recognizingg that rectifierss D1, D2 , and
d D3 conduct only
By
when
w
their corresponding pphase voltagee is positive and
reectifiers D4, D5 , and D
D6 conduct only when their
co
orresponding voltage is nnegative, the simplified ciircuit
diiagram of the rectifier alonng with the reeference directtions
off currents andd voltages is sshown in Fig. 2(a). It shoulld be
no
oted that the input
i
model iin Fig. 2(a) iss only valid inn the
60
0◦ segment off the line cyclle where VA0
0 >0, VB0 <0,, and
VC0
V <0, as shoown in Fig. 2(bb). However, the same moddel is
ap
pplicable to anny other 60◦ ssegment durin
ng which the phase
p
vo
oltages do nott change polarrity.

3.. Simulatiion
MATLAB
M
is a high-perforrmance langu
uage for technnical
co
omputing. It integrates coomputation, visualization,
v
and
prrogramming in an easyy-to-use env
vironment where
w
prroblems andd solutions are expresssed in fam
miliar
mathematical
m
n
notation.
Typiccal uses includ
de
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Algorithm deevelopment.
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Sim Power Systems is a modern design tool that allows
 Data analysis, exploration, and visualization.
scientists and engineers to rapidly and easily build models
 Scientific and engineering graphics.
that simulate power systems. Sim Power Systems uses the
 Application development, including graphical user
Simulink environment, allowing you to build a model using
interface building.
simple click and drag procedures. Not only can you draw
the circuit topology rapidly, but your analysis of the circuit
MATLAB is an interactive system whose basic data
can include its interactions with mechanical, thermal,
element is an array that does not require dimensioning. This
control, and other disciplines. This is possible because all
allows you to solve many technical computing problems,
the electrical parts of the simulation interact with the
especially those with matrix and vector formulations, in a
extensive Simulink modeling library. Since Simulink uses
fraction of the time it would take to write a program in a
MATLAB® as its computational engine, designers can also
scalar non interactive language such as C or FORTRAN.
use MATLAB toolboxes and Simulink block sets.
The name MATLAB stands for matrix laboratory.
Simpower Systems Libraries
MATLAB was originally written to provide easy access to
matrix software developed by the LINPACK and EISPACK
The libraries contain models of typical power equipment
projects. Today, MATLAB engines incorporate the
such as transformers, lines, machines, and power
LAPACK and BLAS libraries, embedding the state of the
electronics. The capabilities of Sim Power Systems for
art in software for matrix computation.
modeling a typical electrical system are illustrated in
demonstration files. And for users who want to refresh their
MATLAB has evolved over a period of years with input
knowledge of power system theory, there are also selffrom many users. In university environments, it is the
learning case studies. The Sim Power Systems main library,
standard instructional tool for introductory and advanced
power lib, organizes its blocks into libraries according to
courses in mathematics, engineering, and science. In
their behavior. The power library window displays the
industry, MATLAB is the tool of choice for highblock library icons and names. Double-click a library icon
productivity research, development, and analysis.
to open the library and access the blocks. The main Sim
Power Systems power library window also contains the
MATLAB features a family of add-on application-specific
Powergui block that opens a graphical user interface for the
solutions called toolboxes .Very important to most users of
steady-state analysis of electrical circuits. This is possible
MATLAB, toolboxes allow you to learn and apply
because all the electrical parts of the simulation interact
specialized technology. Toolboxes are comprehensive
with the extensive Simulink modeling library. Since
collections of MATLAB functions (M-files) that extend the
Simulink uses MATLAB as its computational engine,
MATLAB environment to solve particular classes of
designers can also use MATLAB toolboxes and Simulink
problems. Areas in which toolboxes are available include
block sets. Sim Power Systems and Sim Mechanics share a
signal processing, control Systems, neural networks, fuzzy
special Physical Modeling block and connection line
logic, wavelets, simulation, and many others.
interface.
Simpower Systems
Simulation Diagram
Sim Power Systems and other products of the Physical
Modeling product family work together with Simulink to
model electrical, mechanical, and control systems. Sim
Power Systems operates in the Simulink environment.
Therefore, before starting this user's guide, you should be
familiar with Simulink.

4. The Role of Simulation in Design
Electrical power systems are combinations of electrical
circuits and electromechanical devices like motors and
generators. Engineers working in this discipline are
constantly improving the performance of the systems.
Requirements for drastically increased efficiency have
forced power system designers to use power electronic
devices and sophisticated control system concepts that tax
traditional analysis tools and techniques. Further
complicating the analyst's role is the fact that the system is
often so nonlinear that the only way to understand it is
through simulation .Land-based power generation from
hydroelectric, steam, or other devices is not the only use of
power systems. A common attribute of these systems is
their use of power electronics and control systems to
achieve their performance.
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Input voltage THD:
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Input current THD:

Output:

6. Conclusion
In this paper, a new three-phase two-switch ZVS PFC
DCM boost rectifier has been introduced. The proposed
rectifier achieves less than 5% input-current THD over the
entire input Range and above 25% load and features
complete ZVS of the switches. In addition, the proposed
rectifier has automatic voltage balancing across the two
split output capacitors, which simplify the implementation
of downstream power processing with low-rated-voltage,
low-cost, and high-performance converters connected
across the split capacitors. The performance evaluation was
performed on a three-phase prototype operating in the line
voltage range of VL-L,RMS. The measured input-current
THD at, RMS were 1.4% and 2.8%, respectively. The
measured full-load efficiency was in the 97.6–98.2% range.
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